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Background
My name is Shane Drumm and I have been in the online marketing business for over 3 years and solo
business little under a 2 years. I invested in the best mentors in the business to build a 5 figure solo
business selling from $0.70 to $1.10 per click while delivering on average 400 clicks a day. I had one major
concern that the solo business was completely dependent on 3rd party provider ie.auto-responders such
as aWeber or getResponse. I did not have control over my lists and overnight it could have all been gone.
If I had orders for 7 days in advance and got my account shutdown I was in a very awkward situation. I
didn’t know if it was possible to get back up and running or if I had to start over again. The reason I had
this concern because more and more solo providers were getting their accounts in GetResponse and
aWeber shutdown. Nearly every second day I was reading about people losing their businesses. Then it
finally happened to me.....

My auto responder aWeber got closed down; this was my only auto responder where I had all my lists and
no backup. I had this aWeber account for 15 months when I started list building in the first place. It was
extremely disappointing talking to their support they were not bugging on reopening the account even
though I explained I used the account for 15 months and been sending the same type emails and always
kept my bounce rate and spam reports down. “Josh S” said they have strict rules and would not reopen
the account.
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The account got brought to aWeber’s attention due to the mistake made by the person I hired to schedule
my broadcasts for December, they got confused and edited a broadcast and tried send it to multiple lists
or something along those lines. This brought up an error in aWeber and opened a support ticket which
brought my account to the compliance department attention and in turn got closed down. This is a sick
feeling and it is happening to internet marketers more and more. I potentially could lose everything I
worked on and all the money I invested into the business.
I was just lucky I was not in the middle of solo orders as I was promoting a CPA deal which had made me
$2k the week before. I have 3 days before the next solo is scheduled so had to act fast to try get things
back up and running. I documented everything I did to get back up and running. I would have paid a lot of
money for simple instructions on how to get back up and running. The first 12 hours was a lot of walking
back and forth trying to think how I could fix this (it was extremely stressful). I got support from a few
people but I had no guarantees it would all work. Luckily it did all work out and I can confidently tell you
all is not lost. Even after account closed down you can.....
1. Keep sending emails without an auto-responder
2. Open new auto-responder account even if your credit card/IP has been blacklisted
In this document I go through everything you need to do to get your business back up and running just
like I did so there is no need to worry anymore. I also go through in detail the process of doing these and
all the tips and tricks I learnt during the experience. To achieve number one I used software capable of
using SMTP relays integrated with an SMTP relay server. I use one SMTP relay server as a use case in this
report but there are other options you can experiment with if you wish. Regarding number two I go
through the process of setting up a new aWeber account that won’t raise any flags and how to import
your list. Importing your list with aWeber is not a feature like GetResponse and is the real gem of this
report. Then finally there is a check list for you to follow the get back up and running plan.
Kind Regards,

PS. Check out my blog aboutshanedrumm.com for tips and tricks in online marketing niche.
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aWeber Closed Down
First thing to do once your account gets shut down is contact aWeber support and request a backup of
your account. This will prevent you from having to start over and not losing all your subscribers. This will
consist of the following….
●

Active Leads

●
●

Inactive Leads
Follow Ups

●
●

Follow Up Stats
Sent Broadcasts

To create a new aWeber account you need the following….
1. New Credit Card
2. New IP Address
3. New Domain Name
4. Use a Different Sign Up Name
I learnt this the hard way as I got 3 accounts shutdown within a week and lost a lot of work each time
which was extremely frustrating and pushed me to the edge of giving up. I created an aWeber account
with a new credit card and email address so presumed I would be okay. I then went on to create a second
aWeber which would be used to communicate to buyers only and a copy of the leads by setting up a Zap
which uses API calls to communicate between accounts. So I spent 2 full evenings setting everything up
as I wanted and ready to start again but BANG account closed again. aWeber shutdown my brand new
account out of nowhere! Then I was updating the second account that was in my girlfriends name with
her credit card with a swipe and BANG account closed down again out of nowhere again. There was no
point repeating what I had just done till I came up with a better solution especially since I was running out
of credit cards. I needed an auto-responder for my squeeze page and video courses.
I will go through the process for setting up new accounts meeting the above requirements in later chapters
but first I will go through a solution for you to get back sending emails the same day your account is shut
down.
*The only take away from this chapter is you need to get a backup of your account asap!
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The SMTP Server
The solution for sending emails without an auto-responder is using SMTP and this chapter gives an
overview of how it works. For all those interested in what SMTP is and how it works read this chapter, for
those who want to just get straight into it skip onto next chapter. Whenever you send a piece of e-mail,
your e-mail client interacts with the SMTP server to handle the sending. The SMTP server on your host
may have conversations with other SMTP servers to deliver the e-mail. Let's assume that I want to send a
piece of e-mail. My e-mail ID is shane, and I have my account on shanedrumm.com. I want to send e-mail
to jsmith@yahoo.com. I am using a stand-alone e-mail client like Outlook Express.
When I set up my email account at shanedrumm.com, I told Outlook Express the name of the mail server
-- mail.shanedrumm.com.com. When I compose a message and press the Send button, here's what
happens:
1. Outlook Express connects to the SMTP server at mail.shanedrumm.com.com using port 25.
2. Outlook Express has a conversation with the SMTP server, telling the SMTP server the address of
the sender and the address of the recipient, as well as the body of the message.
3. The SMTP server takes the "to" address (jsmith@yahoo.com) and breaks it into two parts: the
recipient name (jsmith) and the domain name (yahoo.com). If the "to" address had been another
user at shanedrumm.com.com, the SMTP server would simply hand the message to the POP3
server for shanedrumm.com.com (using a little program called the delivery agent). Since the
recipient is at another domain, SMTP needs to communicate with that domain.
4. The SMTP server has a conversation with a Domain Name Server, or DNS It says, "Can you give
me the IP address of the SMTP server for yahoo.com?" The DNS replies with the one or more IP
addresses for the SMTP server(s) that Yahoo operates.
5. The SMTP server at shanedrumm.com.com connects with the SMTP server at Yahoo using port
25. It has the same simple text conversation that my e-mail client had with the SMTP server for
Shanedrumm.com, and gives the message to the Yahoo server. The Yahoo server recognizes that
the domain name for jsmith is at Yahoo, so it hands the message to Yahoo's POP3 server, which
puts the message in jsmith's mailbox.
If, for some reason, the SMTP server at Shanedrumm.com cannot connect with the SMTP server at Yahoo,
then the message goes into a queue. The SMTP server on most machines uses a program called sendmail
to do the actual sending, so this queue is called the sendmail queue. Sendmail will periodically try to
resend the messages in its queue. For example, it might retry every 15 minutes. After four hours, it will
usually send you a piece of mail that tells you there is some sort of problem. After five days, most sendmail
configurations give up and return the mail to you undelivered.
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The SMTP server understands very simple text commands like HELO, MAIL, RCPT and DATA. The most
common commands are:
HELO - introduce yourself
EHLO - introduce yourself and request extended mode
MAIL FROM: - specify the sender
RCPT TO: - specify the recipient
DATA - specify the body of the message (To, From and Subject should be the first three lines.)
RSET - reset
QUIT - quit the session
HELP - get help on commands
VRFY - verify an address
EXPN - expand an address
VERB - verbose
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Software in conjunction with SMTP Relay Servers
Email Jeet is your desktop based client for list management and mailing your leads directly from your
computer using a SMTP server or one of the popular mailing providers on the Internet today. This is the
tool I use and recommend but if you are looking for alternatives you can look into Interspire. Interspire is
one of the most popular tools for emailing in the market today but I read a few reviews from other
marketers and they were all reporting poor delivery rates. The common reason seemed to be down to
Interspire being used so much by Spammers; some of the emails are now being placed in the spam folder
especially for Gmail. For this reason I went with Email Jeet.

You get all this, in Email Jeet…..
●
●
●
●

Upload a list of subscribers straight into the app, with no double opt-in and no verification
required whatsoever
Mail your list as often as you’d like to using beautiful templates with No down time
Enjoy email marketing the way it’s supposed to, with no monthly feeds
Schedule your emails to go off when you want to with no annoying delays
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The interface is very straight forward and does exactly what you need without the flashy interface. Below
is the layout of the software which is a standalone application you install on your desktop. The desktop
will need to be powered on with an internet connection for the application to send emails.

Once you create an email the application will provide you with an expected Spam Score so you can modify
the email accordingly ensuring you get maximum delivery rate. I have been very happy with Email Jeet’s
performance it’s very simple and straight forward. It can be buggy at times but I got used to the different
exceptions after a few emails. The development team in Email Jeet is continuously working on improving
the product which is a good sign for the future.
As a bonus when purchasing Mail Jeet I also received their optin form software which can be used with
Mail Jeet.

Buy Mail Jeet Now Click Here!!!!
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SMTP Relay Server
You need some infrastructure to inbox your emails. Fortunately, there are companies that specialize in
email delivery and they usually have a better delivery rate than the auto responders companies we use.
Advantage: You can upload any list that you have and send emails to them using these companies. They
don’t FORCE you to double optin. You shouldn’t spam though, only send to people who want & expect
emails from you.
Major SMTP Companies are:
(Extracts taken from each respected homepages)
●

●

●

●

●

SendGrid
SendGrid is the world's largest Email Infrastructure as a Service provider. Our email delivery
service moves 2% of the world's non-spam email (over 14 billion emails/month) for more than
180,000 companies including technology leaders like Pinterest, Spotify, and Uber.
Mandrill by Mailchimp
Trusted by more than 375,000 customers Mandrill is a scalable and affordable email infrastructure
service, with all the marketing-friendly analytics tools you’ve come to expect from MailChimp.
SMTP.com
With over ten years in the email delivery business, SMTP is proud to say that we have the highest
rate of deliverability in the industry. That means your emails go exactly where you want them to
be – in your customers’ inboxes.
Amazon SES
Amazon Simple Email Service (Amazon SES) is a cost-effective outbound-only email-sending
service built on the reliable and scalable infrastructure that Amazon.com has developed to serve
its own customer base. With Amazon SES, you can send transactional email, marketing messages,
or any other type of high-quality content and you only pay for what you use.
MailJet
We believe in emailing... without the baggage. That's why we created Mailjet in 2011, to help
build simple email experiences with a powerful impact. Bring your Marketing and Development
teams together on one platform to build, send and optimize email campaigns.

Pricing Breakdown
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Next to start testing the process I signed up to the individual stmp services and bought Mail Jeet. I installed
Mail Jeet on my desktop and started playing around with it. I tested by importing my lists and created a
test list of couple of personal emails. I was testing the following...
1. Email from each account
It was not very straightforward to add accounts and know they were implemented correctly as
Mail Jeet doesn't verify the credentials. To confirm it was sending I sent test emails to the testing
list. One tip Amazon SES required security keys not username and password.
2. Delivery Rate
This was my biggest concern as if the respondent can't receive the emails, its not much good!
3. Open Rate vs Click Rate
I wanted to compare open rates I was receiving in aWeber
4. Laptop Settings
As Mail Jeet required the laptop to be on all the time I need to test which settings were best to
save laptop energy and get it to run a efficiently as possible.
For my testing I used Mail Jeet in conjunction with Mandrill. I choose Mandrill because of the following
reasons…

-

Quick setup
I signed up to all of the above at same time and Mandrill was very straight forward.
Easiest to use and integrate
Very user friendly UI made integrating with Mail Jeet very easy
Pricing
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Sending with Mail Jeet & Mandrill
Prerequisites to Sending
Mandrill Account Setup
You need to create an account with Mandrill which is very straight forward and doesn’t require any
identification of approval process.

Purchase & Setup Mail Jeet
You can purchase Mail Jeet here
Upload list is completed very easily by simply either a csv file or a txt file. If you already have your list
from your auto-responder its perfect for uploading. Next you will need to add Mandrill just follow the
simple instructions.

Laptop Settings
Mail Jeet requires your laptop/desktop to be powered on to send emails. For this reason I setup my laptop
with following settings with a dedicated emailing profile which I could switch to when I'm not using the
laptop.
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Results with Mandrill
With Mandrill I was entitled to 12k free emails which were very helpful for testing. I setup a standard
account and had not added any dedicated IP addresses for the below tests.
*I have subsequently added a dedicated IP address ($30 per/month extra) to ensure high delivery rate is
maintained. The benefit of having your own dedicated IP address vs not is when you don’t Mandrill will be
sending your emails from same IP as other marketers. If these other marketers are spamming accounts
they will affect your delivery rate

Delivery Rate Test
I received a whopping 100% delivery rate for over 200k emails. The reporting in Mandrill is great which
you can export so you can gather a list of bounces to remove from the list.
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Open Rate vs Click Rate Test
I wasn't overly concerned about receiving a low click through rate as it could be done to the broadcast or
receiving email from new email address, different time etc. These are all things that can be tweaked later
on. Once again the Mandrill user interface is extremely friendly and made it easy to get information I
wanted.
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Unsubscribes & Spam Complaints
As with any email marketing campaign you will get unsubscribes and spam complaints but Mandrill has a
feature to combat this. Mandrill automatically adds a List-Unsubscribe header to all emails that include a
Mandrill-generated unsubscribe link. If recipients use an email program that supports the ListUnsubscribe header (like Hotmail, AOL, or Yahoo), they can use the option in their email program to
unsubscribe. When someone unsubscribes using a Mandrill unsubscribe link, the information is sent back
to Mandrill to process. The message status is changed to Unsubscribe, and a sender-level rejection is
added for that recipient address.
While the email is on the Rejection Blacklist, if you're using the same 'from' address on emails sent through
Mandrill, any emails sent to that recipient will be rejected. The rejection is temporary, and in many cases
it doesn't make sense for people to unsubscribe from transactional emails. However, this allows senders
to get feedback about how people are engaged with their emails and the rejection prevents continued
sending to someone who has signaled they don't wish to receive more emails.
*Note: Accounts are not charged for rejected emails and rejections do not affect your account reputation
(only the initial bounce, spam complaint or unsubscribe is used to help calculate the account reputation).
If you navigate to “Outbound > Extra Options” only select the following….
- Rejected
- Spam Complaints
- Soft Bounces
- Hard Bounces
- Unsubscribes
- Deferred
This will generate a list of email addresses of all recipients who fall under this category which can be
exported. To keep your list in Mail Jeet clean I update it once a week by putting the exported list of email
addresses into the same excels workbook and doing a vloopup. The vloopup will determine if an email
address is in both lists and if so it will either put “keep” or “delete” in the cell where you paste the
following formula.

=IF(ISERROR(VLOOKUP(B4,Sheet1!A:A,1,FALSE)),"Keep","Delete")
So to keep it simple for updating your list….
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Open csv file of current list (sheet will be named)
Copy list from Mandrill to a new sheet (sheet will be called sheet1) in csv file
Create new column in first sheet with current list, call the column “update”
Paste above formula in the column (B4 will update to C4, D4, E4 etc as you paste it down)
Filter headers and in “update” header only select “Delete” filter
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6. This will display all emails from other list generated by Mandrill, delete all these rows and copy
to new csv file and reupload.

Requirements for Creating New aWeber Account
To create a new aWeber account without it getting highlighted by the compliance and getting it shut down
and losing hours work you need a work around. To create a new account you need 3 things.
1. New Domain Name
2. New Credit Card
3. New IP Address
Getting a new domain is pretty straight forward and is a process you would have went through before.
The other two will be new processes to you so I have created simple steps to implement.

New Domain Name
My domain name was causing my accounts get shut down as it was blacklisted it could not be used
anymore. I purchased a new domain name for my tracking software and for sending email address. If you
already have spare domain name I use namecheap and found them to have great deals and excellent live
chat support. I also use namecheap for hosting so it saves some time having everything in the one place
and I got a great deal of $12 for rest of the year to transfer accounts.
Once you have a new domain name you have two options....
1. Setup a 301 redirect from new name to your rotator
2. Setup new instance of tracking software on new domain
I went with option two because didn't want another redirect added to the customer journey as they are
already redirecting from aWeber tracking link to a rotator tracking which could see them being redirected
5-6 times before they see the page and I want my customers to get the best results possible from my
traffic.

Virtual Credit Card
Using a VCC will prevent you from asking friends and family to use their card and keep everything under
your control. I used https://www.entropay.com/ got setup very quickly using FB registration feature. Was
able to deposit $5 as a minimum to see if the service worked as expected and more importantly did
aWeber accept it. aWeber did accept but I ran into an issue originally as I copy and pasted the long card
number. When you do this aWeber puts in spaces after every 4 numbers so you need to manually type in
the long card number.
A number of people have been unable to create an aWeber account with Entropay so as a second option
there is https://www.netspend.com/ which should work!
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Dedicated IP Address
To get a dedicated IP address you will need to use a proxy IP address to cloak your own so it seems you
are browsing the internet from a different location ie. IP Address. To achieve this I use a website called
http://www.myprivateproxy.net/ which is a quite cheap service as you can get 10 proxies for $23.70. You
can see the full break down of pricing plan below.
http://www.myprivateproxy.net/billing/aff.php?aff=937 .

Once you sign up you will be provided with the amount of dedicated proxies that you purchased in a table
similar to below. I copied it into Excel Online and added an extra column of "used for" so I can keep track
which proxies I use for each account.
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Setting Up New aWeber Account
Now that you have all the requirements for creating a new aWeber account next step is use the proxies
and VCC. Firstly you need to setup profiles within Firefox so you can switch between proxies seamlessly
*I use aWeber as an example it is the same for any auto responder.

Setting Up Firefox
Installing
You can download Firefox from the following link https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/new/ you will
need administrative account to do this.

Add-Ons
You need a profile manager to make it easy to switch profiles the best I found is at the following link
https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/profileswitcher/?src=search
To make the add-on visible go to "options" and select "customize".
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Once you have opened the customization options you will see the add-on. You can drag this to the
"options" area or the toolbar by simply drag and drop.
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Create Profiles
To create a profile click the profile manager (blue man) and select "Open Profile Manager" and select
"Normal Mode" this will exit out of Firefox. This will open the below window where you can create a
profile. You will only be inserting a name of the profile. I recommend following a naming convention to
save you time and ensure efficiency. I named my profiles "aweber - broadcasts", "aweber - buyers",
"getresponse - broadcats" etc.
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Add Proxies
Next to use the proxies you need to program the profile to use the proxy. You do this by selecting the
profile you want a dedicated proxy for ie. aWeber - Broadcasts. Next click on "Options" again and then
select "options" icon and the following screen should appear.
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Navigate to "Network" tab and "settings"

Next select "Manual proxy configurations". Input the IP address in the "HTTP Proxy" field and the
corresponding port which both would have been provided by myprivateproxy.
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The most important thing is to select "Use this proxy server for all protocols"
The click okay and browse to a random webpage and a popup window will appear asking you for the
username and password of the proxy which would also have been provided myprivateproxy. You now
have an implemented a proxy so when you navigate to aWeber or GetResponse it will not recognize you
so you can proceed to create an account. When you’re creating an account do the following....
●
●

Use VCC to create account
Use new domain name email address

● When you login in at a later date ensure to use the proxy
To prevent you from getting closed down again I recommend changing your subject lines and swipes but
I know this is not as easy as it seems. My recommendation is don’t have a complete click bait subject line
and keep the body related to the subject line.
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Uploading Old Lists
Once you have created your new accounts and have accessed them to get yourself back to where you
were you will want to upload your list to your auto-responder. GetResponse has a feature to upload
your list, they will test the list but I have never had any issues uploading. Aweber unfortunately doesn't
have this feature but we have a work around for you.
*Uploading through GetResponse feature will get your account put under review so it is recommended to
use the below import services to upload your list to ensure your account not shut down.

GetResponse Import
It’s very easy to import your subscriber list into your GetResponse account. All you need to do is go to
Contacts, and then Import Contacts, you can choose the copy and paste method, you could choose
another service if you have an account with any of these services that you have subscriber information
with, and by integrating your account with them to your GetResponse account it would automatically
import the subscriber details you have, into this GetResponse account. But probably the most common
method is to upload a file, so you’ll choose Upload File option and then choose the file from your
computer. Please be sure that it’s one of these file types that you see listed here, because those are the
ones that we can accept and be able to import properly. So let’s just browse and there is my CSV file, so
I’ll click open and then click import contacts, so then you’re going to configure the import, and my file only
had email addresses, but for example if you had a name or something you would see that below here and
you would choose if you actually wanted to import that, but of course we do want to import the email
address so we’re going to keep going.
Then you’re going to choose which campaign you want to be importing them into in your opt-in settings,
so be sure not to accidentally click this on if you don’t want confirmed opt-in enabled for this import and
the subscribers you’re adding. And then click Finish Import and this is what it will look like.
So of course it says, congratulations you have successfully imported two contacts, and so what happens
now is that they will be sent to our compliance team to be checked out, to be approved, for the list to be
approved. Any time that you do an import, how it works is that the list, before it’s added to the account,
before you see them as your subscribers, it’s sent to our compliance team just to check it out just to make
sure that the list looks good, not too many bounced email addresses for example and then after that it
will be approved and into your account. So that’s just something to keep in mind, try not to import your
list the same day you hope to do a mailing, hopefully you can do it just a couple days before, because the
maximum time that it could take for them to approve the list is two business days, so maybe just do it a
couple days before you’re ready to send a mailing to your subscribers, for example, and you won’t have
any troubles or any delays. So that is how you’ll just import the list, the compliance team will be sent it, it
will go through their approval process and once they approve it you’re going to find it in your account.
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aWeber Import
Unfortunately aWeber does not leave you import your old lists into your new account. If you manually
trying adding email addresses they subscriber will receive an email asking to confirm which isn't ideal
either as the response rate is usually poor. If you have a relationship with your list this might not be the
case but it still leaves you with a very manual process of inputting email addresses.

Importing Old List into Auto-Responder
To get you right back where you were before your account got closed own the best solution is to upload
your list back into your auto-responder. My techy partner has created software to do this without raising
the auto-responders attention. It doesn’t raise attention as it is using brand new technology that is using
real IP addresses from real traffic when adding the subscribers so the auto-responder does not detect
anything wrong. As we need to use real traffic it means the pricing is high but it also means to add multiple
accounts we can offer discount ☺
Subscribers
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
9000
10000
11000
12000
13000
14000
15000
16000
17000
18000
19000
20000
30000
40000
50000
75000
100000

Price
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
525
550
575
600
625
650
675
700
725
750
1000
1250
1500
2200
2750

Add-Ons: Import to an extra Auto-responder for $100, extra 2 Auto-Responders for $175 and extra 3
Auto-responders for $200.

BUY NOW HERE!!!!
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Getting Back Up & Running Checklist
ID
1
1.1

1.2
2
2.1
2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5
2.6
3
3.1

3.2

3.3
3.4
3.5

Step
Immediately After Receiving the Email
Setup redirect from squeeze page to new squeeze page or CPA offer
This is only as immediate an immediate response. You will replace
with new sign-up form once new account created.
Contact AR to get a backup of your account
This can be accomplished via live support
Get Sending Again ASAP
Buy Mail Jeet
Sign Up to STMP Server (Pick One)
Amazon SES
Mandrill (Recommended)
STMP
Mail Jet
Setup Your Domain DNS Settings
Create TXT record for DMIK
Create TXT record for SFP
Testing (Pick One STMP Server to Test)
Upload Test Email Address List
Receive test email using Amazon SES
Receive test email using Mandrill
Receive test email using STMP
Receive test email using Mail Jet
Setup Laptop Profile for Emailing
Setting provided above
Schedule Emails 3-4 days in Advance
This is up to yourself, you can just do one day if it suits
Preparation New Auto-Responder
New Domain
Buy New Domain
Install Tracking Software
Setup new Rotator
Fill up Rotator with Links
Purchase New Virtual Credit Card
Sign Up to Entropay
Get New Virtual Credit Card
Purchase Dedicated IP Addresses
Assign IP Addresses for Certain Accounts
Create Tracking Spreadsheet
Document usernames, passwords, IP allocation etc here
Prepare Firefox
Download Firefox
Install Profile Add-on
Create Profile #1
Configure Network Settings

Status
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4
4.1

4.2

4.3
4.4

Setting Up New Auto-Responder
Create Account
Use dedicated Firefox profile
Use new name
Use new domain name
Create New Lists
Update Squeeze Sign Up Form
Create Squeeze Page Follow Up Sequence
Update Buyers Sign Up Form
Create Buyers Follow Up Sequence
Import Old Lists
Purchase Import Package
Schedule Broadcasts
Create CAN SPAM Compliant Emails
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